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ECA Committee Report on Matrubhasha Competition

The Extra Curricular Activities Committee of MMCOE had organized a one day event named “Matrubhasha Competition” on 27th February 2015. The purpose of the event was to provide the students with a platform where they can represent their Mother tongue or their culture.

The event was inaugurated by ECA Coordinator Prof. Tina Corera and Event Coordinator Prof. Ashwini Bhugul. Prof. M. Taramble, Prof. Pooja Deshmukh and Prof. Tina Corera were judges for this event. Program was commenced by a song, by Ridhima Bhalerao whose voice attracted others to involve in this event. Judges were impressed and overwhelmed by the quality of the performances the participants delivered.

All the participants had good command on their Mother tongue. All represented their Culture very well. Judges were in dilemma regarding the prizes to be given, as, according to them, all the participants had shown excellent performances.

The judges declared the results rendering satisfaction to all the participants. 1st prize was given to Ms. Aishwarya K. (TE IT), 2nd to Anagha Nandane (TE COMP) and 3rd prize to Ms. Amrapali Kamble (SE mech). Judges also declared consolation prizes to Chaitanaya Kulkarni, Chitkala Damdere and Lalita Wadje.

The event gained abundant response resulting in enthusiasm among the students & staff for the conduction of such events in near future.
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